Reference-free harmonic regression technique to remove EEG-fMRI ballistocardiogram artifacts.
Obtaining high quality electroencephalogram (EEG) data simultaneously with functional MRI (fMRI) recordings is increasingly relevant for the study of cognitive and clinical brain states - as EEG-fMRI offers uniquely high spatiotemporal resolution imaging of brain activity. However, the utility of this technique is limited by ballistocardiogram (BCG) artifacts induced in the EEG by cardiac pulsation and head movement inside the magnetic field. In this paper, we introduce a novel model-based harmonic regression technique to remove BCG artifacts from EEG recorded in the MR scanner. Our technique uses physically motivated parametric models of the BCG artifact and the true EEG signal, and incorporates maximum likelihood approaches to identify model parameters, estimate and subtract the BCG from corrupted EEG measurements. We show that this method effectively removes BCG artifacts from EEG recorded in the MR scanner, restores simulated oscillatory signatures and enables over 20-fold improvement in SNR in bands of interest. Further, unlike common BCG removal techniques that rely on cardiac or motion reference signals, our approach is reference-free and thus is useful when reference signals are corrupted or difficult to acquire.